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BOOK REVIEWS
SULFOR INORGANIC
DATA
THERMODYNAMIC
PHIDES, SELENIDES AND TELLURIDES' By K. C' Mills.
Butterworths, London, 19'14. viii * 845 pages. f20 Sterling.
( H a l s t e d P r e s s ,N e w Y o r k , $ 6 5 . 0 0 ) .
The author of this new monumental work has, by his own
words, aimed to provide "a critical evaluation [of thermodynamic
properties which] removeIs] values which are demonstrably wrong
produce a comprehensive and reliable collection of
and to
values which the user can confidently employ." To a large degree
he has succeeded. This book, providing the most recent comprehensive and evaluated listing of thermodynamic data for 700*
binary (a word which should have been in the book title) sulfides,
selenides,and tellurides will become a standard referencefor these
compounds for many years to come.
The book is organized as follows:
l. lntroduction (5 pages)-a brief description of uhits,.constants, standatd and reference states' and symbols and abbreviations.
2a. Experimental and Evaluation Techniques (20 pages)-a well
written description of standard and sometimes new methods
employed in sorting out the best data for inclusion in the
book. Where data do not exist the author often provides a
means for estimation.
b. Table of Selected Values (34 pages)-a convenient colorcoded section listing: molecular weight, melting point and
AH"rrr", Sor"r, D"o, Corrr, and (H"r""-Ho) in both the
"familiar" (calories, atmospheres) and the Systeme International or SI (joules, newtons, etc) unlts.
3
Thermodynamic Data (645 pages)-A comprehensive listing which includes a brief discussion of: phases, structure
(crystal system only), stoichiometry, heat of formation,
entropy, heat capacity.,dissociation pressure or energy' auxiliary thermochemical values, refetences.Also occasionally
given are activities of components and partial molar quan-

THE CHEMISTRY OF CLAY-ORGANIC REACTIONS' Bv
B. K. G. Theng. John Wiley and Sons' New York,1974' vi + 343
p a g e s .f 1 6 . 0 0 , $ 4 7 . 5 0 .
This book has been advertised as a prizewinning text (Adam
Hitger Award), and indeed it should be. Dr. Theng has compiled
and edited a superb collection describing clay-organic reactions of
extreme importance to soil scientists, agronomists, engineers,colloid chemists, geochemists, and all others interested in clay
minerals. After having this book for several weeks, I can give one
word of warning. That is, urge all of your colleaguesto purchase
their own copies; otherwise, you will find, as I have, that it is very
difficult to keep your copy from being "borrowed."
There have been a number of other books, some fairly recently,
about clays and clay minerals. Trheseother texts have emphasized
the origin, composition, and structure of the clays as ascertained
by chemical analysis, X-ray diffraction, and thermal methods of
analysis. Dr. Theng has presented a comprehensive review concerned with the interactions between clay and organic materials,
and has emphasizedthe use ofinfrared spectra. In addition, he has
correlated X-ray diffraction, thermal analysis, adsorption, and
kinetic data with the infrared spectra in a clear and concise manner. Throughout the text, Dr' Theng gives various views about
different types of clay-organic reactions and then discussesprobable reasons for the sometimes conflicting experimental results obtained by different workers. The book is divided into seven
chapters, along with a comprehensive list of referencesand an index listing both subject matter and authors.
Chapter One is entitled "Clay Mineral Structures," and in it the
author describes the basic structural features of the l: I and 2: I
type clay minerals. Dr. Theng does not make any attempt to go
into detail with regard to the structures, since that is not the purpose of his book. He gives appropriate referencesas to where the

various structural relationships readily can be found.
The second chapter moves into the reaction of organic compounds with the clay minerals. This chapter is concerned with the
tities.
-(Gainteraction of unchanged polar organic compounds with the
4. Appendix-Tables of Cp, (H.-Hrrr), (Sr-S,""), and
the author lays
H,"")/7, values at l00K intervals, calculated from the data various clays, In the introduction of this chapter,
of claygiven in section 3. An unfortunate omission here is a the basis for his emphasis on infrared spectra for the study
has
tabulated listing of the free energy of formation from the organic reactions. He points out that "X-ray diffraction
yielded a great deal of useful information on the arrangement and
elements.
layer space of
The book is well prepared and quite legible, except for portions confirmation of the organic molecule in the inner
those changesthat
of the Appendix where thinly printed computer printouts are clay minerals, but its usefulnessin investigating
adsorbed compound is
directly reproduced. No book so large can be error free and this is may take place in the structure of the
limited." For this reason, he comments that "the recent developno exception; however, most are minor-e.g., the listing of low
with improved methods
temperature NLS, as cubic. More serious is the omission of such a ment of infra-red spectroscopy, together
observe strucclassic work as Barton and Toulmin's Fe-S study (Geochim' of sample preparation, has provided the means to
give
into the
insight
so
and
scale,
molecular
pyrrhotites
on
a
all
changes
that
tural
Cosmochim. Acta, 1964) and the impressions
by stating, "The
have the NiAs structure and that the only phases in the Cu-S nature of the clay-organic bond." He continues
to the
system are CurS and CuS. Neverthelessthe book representsan 1n- principle behind the application of infra-red spectroscopy
vibrational spectrum of
valuable compilation of data and is a necessarynearby reference study of clay-organic systemsis that the
'free'
the adsorbed molecule is directly comparable with that of the
for all those working on sulfides, selenides,and/or tellurides.
liquid'
or
(crystalline)'
solid
in
the
species,that is, ofthe compound
at
perturbations
occurring
and
interactions
Thus,
state.
dissolved
C
n
l
t
c
Jluns R.
Vi rginia P oly t echnic I nslitut e the clay surface of certain structural groups of atoms in the organic
molecules often give rise to changes in the position and/or intenand State Uniuersity
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sity of the corresponding vibrational .bandsin the spectrum of the
complex, as compared with similar bands in the siectrum of
the
unadsorbed compound. These observations enable conclusions
to
be drawn regarding the mode of bonding of the intercalated
organic molecule to the mineral surface." Dr. Theng then continues to describesome ofthe general facts that must be considered
with regard to the role of interlayer water on the adsorption
of
organic compounds to clay surfacesand the molecular orientation
and general organization of the adsorbed specieson the clay.
He
shows how this information can be obtained by utilizing infiared
spectra in conjunction with X-ray diffraction and adsorotion
studies.

analysis where available.
In the next chapter, the subject of positively charged organic
speciescomplexed with clay minerals is discussed.Foilowed by
a
very informative section on the mechanisms of formation,
the
author then discusses the inner layer organization of adsorbed
positively charged organic species. Some of the properties
of the
cationic complexes such as adsorption, gelation, swelling, heat,etc,
are also given.

regarding organic-kaolin reactions. Most of the chapter is con_
cerned with kaolin, but a part reviews the available literature concerned with halloysite.

centers on the clay minerals, including the basal surfaces and clay
edges. Such mechanisms as electron transfer and proton transfer
are discussedwith regard to the possible catalytic mechanisms in_
volved with the clay minerals.
This book should indeed find its way into the hands of all those
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rnterested in clay-organic reactions and the implications which
these reactions imply. It is well indexed so as to help the reader
locate needed information, and should be a very worthwhile
reference volume for manv years to come.
hves L. McArEE, JR.
Baylor Uniuersity
DIFFERENTIAL
THERMAL
ANALYSIS: APPLICATIoN
AND RESULTS IN MINERALOCY. By W. Smykatz-Kloss.
Springer-Verlag, New York, 1974. xiv * 185 pages, 82 figures.
$23.80.
In the Preface to this volume Smykatz-Kloss states ..At first
glance it may seem presumptuous to want to add yet another to the
numerous books on Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA).',
Nevertheless,the content and the thorough approach taken by the
author seem to justify publication of this work.
The book is divided into three major parts:
Part I. Methods. Although relatively brief (23 pages), the basic
DTA method with all its variable factors is discussedin sufficient
detail so that this section would be useful even to someone totally
unfamiliar with this technique. Smykatz-Kloss makes a strong plea
for standardization of DTA, a plea which is reinforced when
detailed examples are given of the applications of DTA to a
number of mineralogical problems.
Part lL Application of Differential Thermal Analysis to
Mineralogy: Identification and Semi-Quantitative Determination
of Minerals. Smykatz-Kloss summarizes much of the data available for minerals which have been analyzed by DTA. Coverage of
the English language literature is good (although this reviewer was
aware of some referencesthat were omitted) and coverageof recent
European literature also appears to be good. In this section (g3
pages), Smykatz-Kloss develops and expands on some innovative
ideas. The first is the "P-A (Proben-Abhiingigkeit) curve" or curve
of sample amount dependence.Smykatz-Kloss presentsp-A curves
for a large number of minerals showing the change in peak
temperature with the amount of the mineral present in a sample
and demonstrates how these curves can be used in semiquantitative determinations. A second innovation is the development of a seriesof tentative "Identification Diagrams" which plot
peak temperature against (AZ), the latter on a logarithmic scale.
(Of course, such data must be gathered under standard conditions
to be useful). Data for 148 minerals are presented.
Part III. Special Application of Differential Thermal Analysis in
Mineralogy: Statements about Chemical Composition, Degree of
Disorder and Genesis of Minerals. In this section, a number of
mineralogical problems are discussed using data made available
through DTA, such as: the effect of substitution of *2 ions in
calcites, aragonites, and dolomites; the influence of chemical composition on the Curie temperature of magnetites;the degreeof disorder in kaolinites; and the high-low inversion behavior of
microcrystalline quartz crystals.
This reviewer's major objection is that the text is not easy to
read. Since no acknowledgment was made for assistanceln preparing the English text, one must assume that Smykatz-Kloss wrote
directly in English. The text is filled with statements such as, ,.The
author's DTA
runs under varying heating conditions
demonstrated that the main purpose ofthese discrepanciesis . . .,';
"DTA data ofhydrated carbonates with strange anions . . .,';..The
layer character and extraordinarily good cleavageafter the basis
(001) demand for a careful preparation of sheet silicates.,'l
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perature quartz. These lattice complexesare clearly illustrated
areessentially
in a seriesoffigures.The invariantlatticecomplexes
usedas building blocks for the remaininglatticecomplexes'
can
Startingwith a givenlatticecomplex,new latticecomplexes
be generatedthrough the processof splittingas describedfor site
in
presented
canbe generated
setsabove.The 402latticecomplexes
this way from a specialclassof 67 complexescalled the WeisareWeis'
All of the invariantlatticecomplexes
senbergcomplexes.
senbergcomplexesand, in a specialway,eachof the Weissenberg
complexescan be constructedfrom an invariantlatticecomplex'
The Weissenbergcomplexesare depictedclearly in a seriesof
K
o
P
P
O. C.
Knoxuille figures.Detailedtablesdescribethe splittingthat is requiredto obUntuersityof Tennessee,
comtain eachof the remainingcomplexesfrom the Weissenberg
the
lattice
of
of
each
occurrences
list
the
also
tables
plexes.
These
SPACE GROUPS AND LATTICE COMPLEXES.Bv Werner
by givingthe appropriatespacegroupsand WyckoffletFischer,Hans Burzlaff, Erwin Hellner,and J. D. H. Donnay' Lomplexes
appear in the Inlernational Tablesfor X'ray Crystal'
they
as
ters
National Bureauof StandardsMonograph 134.U.S. GovernThe
symbol definedfor eachlattice complexis designed
lography.
+
17'l
vi
1973'
May
D.C.,
ment Printing Office,Washington,
generatinglatticecomplexas well as the required
the
describe
to
pages.$4.10,domesticpostpaid,$3.75'
splitting. For example,in the cubic systeml4xxx indicatesthat
latticecomplex
complexis the body-centered
Symbolismis presentedfor site setsin crystallographicpoint the generatinglattice
in the directionof the body
4-fold
splitting
is
a
splitting
and
the
I
a
groups.
denotes
If
G
in
space
groupsand for latticecomplexes
since I has mulpoint group and if P denotesa point, then the set diagonal. Hence l4xxx has multiplicity eight
crystallographic
latticecomplexaregivenin the
for
this
The
occurrences
2.
tiplicity
is
set
and
a
site
is
G
called
of
elements
the
P
under
of all imagesof
and I23(c).
said to be the site set generatedby P in G. Lattiee complexesare table to be l43m(c), P43n(e),
choiceof a generatinglatticecomin
the
ambiguities
avoid
To
groups
hcnce
and
to
space
with
respect
fashion
definedin the same
in the text'
rulesarepresented
elaborate
given
complex,
plex
for
a
retainthe flavorof their originalmeaning,due to PaulNiggli who
in otherareasaresimilarlyresolvedby rules'
ambiguities
Potential
of
crystalloa
set
to
designate
"lattice
complex"
usedthe term
to understandthe detailsabout how the
graphicallyequivalentatoms in a crystal structure.Instead of Unfortunately,in order
one must strugglethrough a text which
are
determined,
symbols
symgiven
set,
the
site
points
in
a
of
the
presenting
a
list
simply
and
definitions,unclearstatements,
vague
of
number
a
contains
between
to describethe relationship
bolismfor a sitesetis designed
of the
to the greatcareand completeness
the site set and the point group. The approachusedto determine misprints.However,due
are
usedto greatadvantage tablesand figuresand due to the fact that numeroustables
thesymbolsfor the sitesetsis subsequently
these
above,
described
the
information
index
presentedthat cross
in the descriptionof the variant lattice complexes.
make a valuablecontribution.
Let G denote a crystallographicpoint group. If a point P is tableswill surely
placedat the fixedpoint of G, then the numberof imagesof P unMoNrE B. BolssN,Jn.
der the elementsof G is one.If P movesawayfrom the fixedpoint
Virginia PolytechnicI nstitute
in a givendirection,then,in general,the numberof imagesof P inand State UniversitY
is
given
set
site
for
a
c.rurrs. This is calledsplitting'The symbol
asP movesalong
determinedby thedegreeofsplittingencountered
INTRODUCTION TO X-RAY SPECTROMETRY'Bv Ron
a prescribedpath. For example,the symbol for the site set AN
Heyden& Son, Ltd., London, 1974.xi * 163pages'
Jenkins.
generatedby a point with coordinatesof the form xxz in the
s14.00.
422.
^
group I.1 2 is 4xx2z.The 4xx portion of this symbolindicates
existingbooksthat tend to be eithertoo
Intendedto supplement
that as P movesaway from the origin into the xy planealongthe
theoreticalor too applied,the author has written a very well il4increases
line x = y, the numberof imagesof P under#3*
spectrometry'While
lustratedintroductionto X-ray fluorescence
he
(crystal)
spectrometer,
dispersive
wavelength
is
on
the
emphasis
if
P
subsequently
that
indicates
fold. The 2z portion of the symbol
principlesand usesof energydismovesoff the xy planein the z direction,then the numberof im- alsointroducesthe readerto the
persive (semiconductor)spectrometersfor X-ray fluorescence

"Measurementsof structural transformationsmake the use of
differentamountsof samplematerialunproblematic.";elc
Returning for a moment to Smykatz'Kloss'Preface,in the
dealtwith
1930'smore than 80 percentof all DTA determinations
mineralogicalmatters;today the proportionof DTA publications
amountsto lessthan 5 perrelatedto all earth scienceinvestigations
cent.Perhapsthis new book and the insightit givesto the potential
applicationof DTA to many mineralogicalproblemswill spur a
renewedinterest in this neglectedmethod.

analysis.
Illustration of several kinds of typical spectra-sometlmes
energyleveldiagrams-will be
drawn togetherwith corresponding
particularlyusefulto students.
The final chapter"The Studyof ChemicalBonding" appearsto
havebeenwritten with little maliceaforethoughtand is so out of
datethat it detractsfrom the qualityof the restof the book' Rather
than this chapter, the author might have capitalizedon the
backgroundmaterialdevelopedin earlier chaptersto show how
point groups'
the crystallographic
complexes
lattice
much of the same information appliesto the field of electron
invariant
complexes,
of
lattice
In the treatment
structural
microprobeanalysis.
are designatedby mnemoniclettersthat recall some
"diawith
the
On the whole, the straightforwardand well illustratedprescomplex
a
lattice
D
denotes
For
example,
feature.
+Q
temhigh
of the basictheoryand instrumentationmakesthis book
in
atoms
entation
Si
recalls the
mond structure" and
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an excellent addition to the X-ray fluorescencelaboratory. Un_
doubtedly, this book also will be widely used in appropnare
coufses.
EucrNp WHrtr
Pennsyluania State Unitsersity
GEOCHEMISTRY AND THE ORIGIN OF LIFE. Edited by
K e i t h A . K v e n v o l d e n . B e n c h m a r kp a p e r s i n G e o l o g y , D o w d e n ,
Hutchinson & Ross, t974. Distributed by Halsted press. xvii *
422 pages. $26.00.
This collection of 43 "landmark" papers, including several by
the editor and his associates,deals with the evolution of thought
concerning the earth's early history and the origin of life. The
papers are grouped into 5 categories with brief comments by
the
editor preceding each section. The categories include:
Chemical Evolution-Possible Beginnings, g papers; Car_
bonaceous Meteorites, 6 papers; primitive Environments_
Hydrosphere and Atmosphere, l2 papers; Organic GeochemistryCarbon Chemistry of the Precambrian Rocks, I 2 papers; and Early
Life on Earth-Paleobotany, 5 papers.
Dr. Kvenvolden has, by and large, gathered together a compen_.
dium of data. The papers are of considerable significance,but not
ponderous and overbearing. The presentation follows a logical
order and redundancy is on the whole avoided. Of considerable
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conglomerates) is not translated from the German, contrary to the
goals of the serieseditor (R. W Fairbridge) as stated in the,,series
Editor's Preface." This is a major irritant to geologistsnot fluent in
German (such as the reviewer).
In any volume composed essentially of collections of reprints,
the quality of printing is of considerable importance. From this
standpoint, the volume has some drawbacks. Severalofthe articles
are printed in type so small as to be difficult to read; occasionally,
figures from such articles contain lettering that is quite indistinct.
A small minority of the articles contain photographs, and quality
of reproduction ranges from excellent to poor. In the great majority of articles, however, quality of reproduction is satisfactory.
The comments of the editor serve as invaluable guides to the
development of scientific thought concerning each of the major
groups of papers. His comments, in and of themselves,provide the
reader with a "state of the art" synthesis, so necessaryto non_
specialists,to whom this volume should have considerable appeal.
References at the conclusion of each short essay by the editor,
coupled with the referencesfrom the articles themselves,provide a
collection of virtually all significant published work on these subJects.
Typographical errors aro practically nonexistent, and do not
present a problem The main objection to the volume is certainly
not its content, which should have wide appeal, but its price,
$26.00. This will probably serve to limit availabiliry of the work. I
feel that some thought should be given to publication of a less expensivepaperback edition of this, as well as of other volumes of the
sefles.

(that of Paul Ramdohr on "detrital', pyritiferous and uraniferous

Ronrnr L. McCorvNrr_l
Virginia PolytechnicInstitute
and State Unitsersity
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